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GENESIS

Fractal Fractured Relationships

“Fractals describe any object or form created from

repeating patterns evident at many levels of scale. There are

an infinite number of fractals, both natural and human-

made” (Wheatley, 1999, p. 123). I believe organizational

relationships can form into fractals. For example, Argyris

(1990) reports individuals can have social virtues that result

in skilled incompetence called the caring-integrity blow-up

cycle. Individuals begin:

With caring, support, and respect, if this does not

work, use strength and integrity. Under those

conditions, the individuals who have the most

power or those who can outtalk or out shout the

others will have the last word. These consequences

trickle down the organization (p. 21).
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Dysfunctional executive organizational relationships can

trickle down to lower level employees. Therefore,

dysfunctional relationships between the principal and

assistant principal can trickle down to the relationships

between teachers and students.

At SSHS there existed dysfunctional executive

organizational relationships. The executives at SSHS were

the principal followed by the assistant principals and then

the Director of Guidance. The principal and assistant

principals are the certificated executives that were

authorized by the North East Region Department of

Education to control the day-to-day school operations. The

principal and assistant principals had and continued to have

a dysfunctional working relationship. Before SSHS

employed me, there was a “big fight” between the principal

and the assistant principals. The principal had requested

that the assistant principals work extensive hours after
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school and refused to reward them with compensatory time

while rewarding any other female employees who worked

extensive after school hours with compensatory time. The

previous year was the tenure year for both assistant

principals and the principal did not want to grant this tenure

right. It was found, the principal had doctored the assistant

principal’s personnel files by placing memos in those files

without the assistant principals’ knowledge. The assistant

principals sought legal representation and eventually

received their tenure rights. This dysfunctional executive

relationship between the principal and one of the assistant

principals continued into the next year.

Assistant principals had dysfunctional relationships

with teachers and students due to the good cop bad cop role

that was developed by the organizational structure. First,

assistant principals were not hired as instructional leaders.

The district had an organizational structure where the
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Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Instruction and

the professional developers were the instructional leaders.

For example, professional developers worked with teachers

in the classrooms and during Data Teaming meetings. Data

Team meetings are meetings in which teachers meet

together according to subject area and discuss student

achievement. However, the professional developers wanted

assistant principal support when teachers became

oppositional to professional development training. I can

remember one incident when the teachers were involved in

a district professional development workshop. The

principal directed the assistant principals to circle the room

and ensure teachers were doing what they were directed to

do. My personal feeling is the professional development

did not have any personal reward for most attending

teachers and therefore the teachers remained oppositional

regardless of the hammering from the assistant principals.
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In another incident, assistant principals were assigned to

various teacher groups who were responsible for competing

curriculum development. Central office employees and the

principal demanded that the assistant principals hover over

the teachers to ensure teachers completed the curriculum

development. I decided to give the teachers the latitude

conformability that they needed to complete the tasks. All

teachers under my supervision completed their tasks

without the intimidation required by the central office

personnel and the principal.

Second, the principal required assistant principals to

perform all tasks that required negative interaction with

teachers and staff members. Whenever staff members had

complaints regarding other employees the assistant

principal who supervised the teacher was required to

investigate the issue and if the principal determined a

consequence was appropriate this duty was assigned to the
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assistant principal. If teachers did not report to their duties

on time, the memo for this infraction came from the

assistant principal. If teachers turned in their lessons plans

late, the memo came from the assistant principal. I

remember when a custodian had a complaint regarding a

teacher. After I completed the investigation, it was found

that the teacher made inappropriate comments regarding

the custodian. I was required by the principal to give the

teacher a memo regarding this behavior even though the

custodian had originally complained to the principal. In

another instance, teachers were involved on meetings called

Data Team meetings. The teachers were not cooperative in

these meetings and the principal required assistant principal

attendance to ensure teacher compliance.

Third, assistant principals were directed by the

principal to perform all tasks that required negative

interaction with parents. The assistant principals fielded all
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parent complaints. One parent complained about my

decision to protect her daughter from being harmed. The

next day the parent came to the school and filed a police

complaint against me. Many parents did not agree with the

decisions that assistant principals had to make to ensure the

safety of the school, staff, and students.

Fourth, the principal directed assistant principals to

perform all tasks that required negative interaction with

students. We were the designated disciplinarians in the

school and whenever I gave a student a consequence, I

contacted the parent. I know students felt this process was

negative and parents may have felt the phone call

inconvenienced them. Students did not like enforcement of

balloon policy. When students bought balloons into the

school, I required that they leave the balloons in the APO

until the end of the day. Students did not like enforcement

of the new uniform policy. In one incident, I was walking
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down the hallway and I caught a student with a hat on

walking down the hallway. I took him to my office and

called his mother. I spoke to his mother and his mother was

very upset. I continued with requesting male students to

tuck their t-shirts in. I also had a young woman sent down

because her blouse was to open, we called her mother, and

her mother came to school and took the two sisters home.

Enforcing the minor infraction was an attempt to continue

to mold students and to let them know what the

expectations are because I believe if we pay attention to

little things then maybe, we can keep the bigger things

from happening and as a result, I would not have as much

work to do. I used this “Tipping Point” strategy to attempt

to keep students from becoming involved in infractions that

required external suspensions. In another incident, a teacher

told me how all the students were talking about how tough

I was on them. I felt as minority children they needed to
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know that they were going to have to follow the rules if

they were going to have a chance at success in life.

Students did not like the “Tipping Point” strategy. The

principal liked it so much that she insisted that I continue

this process. I believe it made her look like the good cop

while I looked like the bad cop.

The organizational relationships at SSHS were

dysfunctional. Assistant principals were the designated bad

cops while the principal and professional developers were

the good cops. The good cop bad cop structure caused a

dysfunctional relationship between the assistant principals

and the principal, teachers, staff, students, and parents. I

believe the good cop bad cop dysfunctional relationships

trickled down to the relationships between teachers and

students.
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Clearing the Path

Theory X managers hold the assumption that

employees are untrustworthy and treat them as

untrustworthy (Schein, 1992) by “emphasizing coercion,

tight controls, threats, and punishments” (Bolman & Deal,

2003, p. 118). It was a well-known fact that the principal

always attempted to intimidate staff and students. I can

remember one day in the hallway the principal was

attempting to usher students down the hallway and started

pushing students. The principal also had an appetite for

tight controls. The principal required assistant principals to

submit monthly activity and disciplinary reports. Another

example of tight controls was the weekly meeting with new

staff members. The meetings were not mandatory, but if a

new employee missed the meeting, then he or she had to

meet with the principal to review what was said in the

meeting. One Black teacher stated in one of the meetings
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that the principal stated she did not believe that a new

teacher should have no needs improvement. Needs

improvement was a grading mark used in teacher

evaluations. The next day the principal came to teacher’s

room, completed a teacher evaluation, and gave her a needs

improvement on the next post teacher observation

conference.

Therefore, I knew if my project was going to have

any success, I would need the principal’s endorsement. I

decided to manage up. I believe the managing up is a

process in which an employee develops a dialogue with his

or her boss to determine what the expectations for the day

or project are. I decided that this is how I would attempt to

develop a trusting relationship with the principal. I did this

by meeting with the principal every morning before the

school day started. In those meetings, we discussed

students, staff, and any other pertinent challenges for the
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day. We also laughed and joked regarding certain issues.

For example, I can remember talking about how students

were violating their disciplinary contract. The principal

stated, “Parents love to send their children to the school

because it is safe, but some students will do anything to get

out.” I replied, “All they have to do is come in the front

door and bring me a knife on two separate occasions. The

district will then expel them.” The principal laughed.

Next, I initialized the project endorsement process

by sending an e-mail to the principal. I included in the

proposal a requirement for interviewing teachers and

students. I was determined to do my project regardless of

what the principal or any other staff member thought. The

principal sent the e-mail to the Assistant Superintendent of

Curriculum and Instruction. The principal e-mailed me

back as follows:
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Instead of personal rewards, can you just use data

from the pre and post assessments (and possibly

from the HSPA scores if you have enough time for

this) to show the results of progress made through

what the teachers are developing and using in data

teams?

My response was the following:

That sounds great. A study of that magnitude would

require an evaluation of the past and present lesson

plans, curricular materials, curricular alignment, etc.

There are many factors that have changed since the

implementation of Data Teams. I believe the

Principal Certification requirement lends itself to

development of an educational leader that can

implement curricular change. An evaluation of the

pre and post assessments would not include how my

leadership has developed because of the change.
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I believe the superintendent and principal were trying to

use me to put the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum

and Instruction on the spot. Data Teaming had caused a

great controversy in the school district. Teachers did not

want to be out of class for the meetings. Students

complained that their teachers were out of class so much

that there was no way they could learn what they needed to

learn. When teachers attended Data Teams meetings, they

were replaced by substitutes. When a large number of

substitutes were in the building, classroom disruptions and

other disciplinary infractions increased. Next, the principal

requested that I resubmit a proposal (Appendix M). The

superintendent and the school board approved a action

research project related to discipline.
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Cultural Insensitivity

Several incidents indicated staff members were

culturally insensitive toward the students. Students were

subjected to cultural insensitivities regarding their physical

characteristics, teacher expectations, and discipline. During

a classroom observation, a teacher was conducting an

experiment on static electricity. The experiment was not

working well, so the teacher combed the hair of two

students. After combing the first student’s hair, the

experiment worked. When the teacher combed the second

student’s hair, the experiment did not work. The teacher

stated, “Static electricity is manufactured when you comb

through someone’s hair except for when you comb through

hair that is like the [second student’s name] hair.” The

second student was a Black female who was wearing a

weave. This statement by the teacher was culturally

insensitive, and I made a note of it in her observation and
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mentioned it in the post observation conference. During the

post observation conference, she stated, “I was not aware

that the student was wearing a weave. I was not aware that

it would hurt her feelings.” Sarcasm can damage teacher-

student relationships (Kryston et al., 1986). Children

believe sarcastic messages are negative (Blanck &

Rosenthal, 1982). Interviews with high school students

removed for behavioral challenges indicate antagonistic

and humiliating teacher behaviors include responding

sarcastically (Pomery, 1999).

The principal believed that when students

committed an infraction, they should receive a

consequence. The principal stated, “The assistant principals

do the damage, and the guidance persons put the bandage

on”. The other assistant principal believed minority

students wanted to receive discipline and their parents

wanted their children disciplined for misconduct. Distrust
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between schools and Blacks results from hostile treatment

of Blacks and discrimination in schools (Ogbu, 1983).

Schools can work effectively with culturally diverse

students by having a safe, orderly, warm, concerning,

appreciative student-learning environment (Leiding, 2006).

One of the teachers believed that when students did

not change into the appropriate attire they should receive a

consequence. I defended the student because the school

district had given a uniform to the student due to his

family’s economic status. The student had exhausted all of

his uniforms and they were not appropriate to wear in the

classroom. The teacher wrote him up 16 times for the

nonuniform infraction, and I refused to discipline the

student because he was poor. This White teacher was

insensitive to the student’s family economic status.

“Students from poorer homes are disproportionably sent to

the office for punishment” (Lufler, 1979). White teachers
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may have difficulty in motivating and understanding

disadvantaged minorities due to their rejection of the

students’ lifestyles and culture (Ornstein & Levine, 1990).

In another incident, a teacher rearranged his room in

such a fashion that he relocated the classroom in a cage.

The classroom had a wall on one side and the three other

sides were steel fencing. I sent him an e-mail regarding it,

and eventually he had to modify the structure. I told the

principal, “We put animals in cages, not students.”

In another incident, physical education teachers

required students who did not dress for class to stand on the

balcony for 90 minutes as well as receive a zero for the

day. In a predominately-White school district, this teacher

behavior would have been unacceptable. I explained to the

Athletic/Activity Supervisor that it was double jeopardy

and corporal punishment. The physical education teachers
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ceased forcing students to stand for 90 minutes if they did

not dress in the appropriate attire for class.

Staff members at SSHS emphasized discipline.

Schools that emphasize discipline discriminate against

students by detracting from the primary function of

teaching, which decreases educational opportunities for

students (Becker, 1952). Classroom interaction studies have

found that teachers discriminate against students who are

not White, male, and middle class (Entwise & Webster,

1974; Safilios-Rothchild, 1979). Teachers with high

percentages of Blacks in their classroom are more likely to

use an authoritarian classroom management approach

(Grossman, 1998). Black students react to arbitrary and

autocratic White teacher disciplinary assertiveness by

believing that a White man is still trying to tell them what

to do (Gay & Abrahams, 1972). Successful Hispanic

students become resistant and openly challenge the
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teacher’s authority when teachers display incompetence,

prejudice, or an uncaring attitude toward them (Cordeiro &

Carspecken, 1993). Teachers and students developing

positive interactive relationships can improve many

discipline problems (Chappell & McCoy, 2003). In the next

chapter I will discuss the evolution of my leadership that

promoted positive racial teacher student classroom

relationships.
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